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INVESTOR-STATE DISPUTE SETTLEMENT: IS THERE A BETTER ALTERNATIVE?

INTRODUCTION

Investor-state dispute settlement (ISDS) is the legal mechanism that allows multinational corporations a forum, other than the court system of the country in which the dispute arose (“host country”), to arbitrate a controversy between a corporation and the host country.¹ Treaties negotiated by the signatories, the government of the host country, and the country in which the corporation is incorporated, allow corporations to use the ISDS system in lieu of the host country’s domestic court system.² A host country may also give an ISDS tribunal jurisdiction over a dispute through legislation granting it authority or by contracting for that forum with the investor.³ The types of disputes brought through the ISDS mechanism are alleged harms to the foreign corporation caused by the host country.⁴ These claims arise from the substantive rules of trade agreements.⁵ By implementing ISDS, host countries hope to provide foreign investors with a neutral forum to address claims of expropriation by the host country, to prevent discrimination of foreign corporations by offering them the same rights as local corporations or third-country corporations, and to provide fair and equitable treatment to foreign investors.⁶ Foreign investors have the exclusive right to file claims through ISDS.⁷ Therefore, if the government would like to bring an action against a foreign corporation, or if a domestic corporation would like to bring an action

¹ Christoph Schreuer, Investment Disputes, in MAX PLANCK ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL LAW ¶ 22 (Rüdiger Wolfrum ed. 2010).
² Id.
⁵ Id.
⁶ Id.
⁷ Id.
against the government, it must do so through the domestic court system.\textsuperscript{8} Foreign corporations receive this exclusive right because, unlike the host country, the foreign corporations are not signatories to the authorizing treaties.\textsuperscript{9}

Before ISDS, if a dispute arose between a foreign individual or corporation and a host country, the dispute would be heard by the domestic legal system of the host country.\textsuperscript{10} For example, if Corporation A, operating in Venezuela, brought a suit against the Venezuelan government for lost profits, Corporation A would need to file and argue the case under the Venezuelan legal system.\textsuperscript{11} For Corporation A to win the case, the Venezuelan judge, or a jury made up of Venezuelan citizens, would need to find that its government violated the law and award Corporation A monetary damages to be paid by Venezuelan taxpayers.\textsuperscript{12} The biases implicit in the prior system caused multinational corporations to fear that their grievances were not being heard by a fair and neutral decision maker.\textsuperscript{13} Therefore, ISDS was adopted as the mechanism to remedy these concerns.\textsuperscript{14} Under ISDS, a foreign corporation can have its dispute heard by a panel of arbitrators, who are neither employees nor citizens of the host country the suit is against.\textsuperscript{15} The arbitrators are required to be independent and impartial.\textsuperscript{16}

The appointment of arbitrators depends on the procedural rules governing the arbitration.\textsuperscript{17} The International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes of the World Bank (ICSID) and the United Nation’s Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL)\textsuperscript{18} are the most commonly used institutions for
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the governing of ISDS and creation of model rules.\textsuperscript{19} Parties, however, may elect other organizations, such as the London Court of International Arbitration, the International Chamber of Commerce, the Permanent Court of Arbitration in The Hague, the Hong Kong International Arbitration Centre,\textsuperscript{20} or international chambers of commerce and regional arbitration centers.\textsuperscript{21} Typically, arbitrators are selected from a pool of names, which includes arbitrators from each host country that is a signatory to the agreement.\textsuperscript{22} The foreign corporation is responsible for appointing one arbitrator, the host country appoints another, and the third is chosen in a way that complies with the agreement between the parties.\textsuperscript{23} If there is no language in the treaty addressing the appointment of a third arbitrator, then the third arbitrator will be selected by the two other previously appointed arbitrators or by the governing authority’s rules on appointment.\textsuperscript{24} Arbitrators are not bound by case precedent, but at their own discretion, may refer to prior tribunal decisions when determining their award.\textsuperscript{25} Additionally, the arbitrators are not bound by international law, but may interpret and apply both national and international law with their awards.\textsuperscript{26} The choice of governing law and the scope of the dispute the tribunal may hear are typically articulated in the agreement between the signatories.\textsuperscript{27} Some agreements use broad language, such as “all disputes concerning investments,” while some use very narrow language, listing only specific types of claims that fall under the jurisdiction of ISDS arbitration.\textsuperscript{28} Since the parties have consented to arbitration through treaty or by bringing the claim to
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the tribunal, as a matter of contract law, any decision rendered by the tribunal is binding on the parties.  

The ultimate goal of ISDS is to continue to drive foreign investment by providing foreign investors with security and confidence that their property and rights will be protected. This is particularly the case in countries with developing economies and unsophisticated or unfamiliar legal regimes. The countries most frequently in need of foreign investment are those building their economy. The lack of sophisticated legal systems in developing countries creates an inability to protect the investments of foreign corporations and detracts from interest in investing in that country. Proponents of ISDS argue that the system achieves this goal by providing neutrality, diplomacy, and protection to foreign investors. ISDS prevents conflict between foreign States, provides safeguards to multinational corporations abroad, and offers potential investors greater confidence that the law will be enforced in the host countries. Additionally, ISDS is touted for its ability to aid small and medium-sized businesses that lack the financial resources or legal knowledge necessary to navigate international legal systems. Between 1990 and 2015, ISDS panels oversaw 550 disputes involving over 100 different countries. Notably, the most common respondents in these arbitrations were developing countries, such as Argentina and Venezuela. Cases brought under ISDS arbitration most

29. Id.
31. Hufbauer, supra note 4, at 109.
32. Id.
33. Fact Sheet: Investor-State Dispute Settlement (ISDS), supra note 3.
34. The Facts on Investor-State Dispute Settlement, supra note 30.
35. Fact Sheet: Investor-State Dispute Settlement (ISDS), supra note 3.
36. Id. Between 2003 and 2013, Argentina was the respondent forty-three times, while Venezuela was the respondent thirty-three times. Id. the Czech Republic, Egypt, Ecuador, and India, collectively, were the respondents fifty-eight times. Id. The top five countries with corporate claimants were the United States, Netherlands, the United Kingdom, Germany, and France. Id. Between 2003 and 2013, U.S. corporations filed eighty-four claims, the Netherlands filed fifty-three claims, the United Kingdom filed thirty-six claims, Germany filed thirty-one claims, and France filed twenty-seven claims. Id.
commonly settle prior to receiving the arbitral tribunal’s decision.\(^{37}\) Therefore, only 356 cases have gone to a final decision.\(^{38}\) Of those 356 awards, a government party has prevailed in 37 percent of the claims brought against them.\(^{39}\) When the government wins a case, this does not mean it collects money or damages from the corporation.\(^{40}\) It simply means it does not have to pay the corporation for its alleged wrongdoing.\(^{41}\) Foreign investors have prevailed in 28 percent of their claims in front of an ISDS tribunal.\(^{42}\)

Each year, as foreign investment increases, the number of cases brought in front of the ISDS tribunals will continue to increase.\(^{43}\)

For an award to be given to the foreign corporation, ISDS arbitrators must find that an action or policy of the government of the host country harmed the foreign investor.\(^{44}\) The foreign investor can demonstrate harm in the following ways: (1) by providing supporting evidence that the State expropriated property used for the operation of its business in the State, (2) by proving that policies or actions of the State were discriminatory, or (3) by demonstrating that it was treated in a manner that falls below the commonly accepted “international minimum standard” for the treatment of foreign investors.\(^{45}\) The first type of claim a foreign corporation can bring is for expropriation.\(^{46}\) Typically, expropriation claims arise when a government takes the property of the foreign corporation and develops it for the overall benefit of the public of that country.\(^{47}\) Second, ISDS arbitrators may hear discrimination claims alleging that the corporation was discriminated against by the foreign government because of
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its nationality. Specifically, that the government treated the foreign investor differently than a domestic investor or treated two foreign investors from different countries unequally. The third claim a foreign investor may bring against a host country is for violations of the customary international law when the country divests from the global standard of treatment for foreign investors. To support this claim, investors must offer evidence showing that the government’s policies or actions were arbitrary, manifestly arbitrary, or outrageous. The applicable standard is determined by the rules that the governing ISDS tribunal is adhering to, as well as the treaty the State is governed by. If the arbitration panel finds that the host government has harmed the investor in one of these ways, a determination will then be made as to how much economic harm the investor has suffered as a result of the government action.

This Note will argue that although there is no perfect alternative to ISDS, the best proposed solution is to simultaneously implement the Investor Court System (ICS) with the improvements originally intended for the ISDS system.

Part I of this Note will discuss the background and history of ISDS, covering early attempts to resolve international trade issues, the evolution that brought about the current system, and why the need to address these issues only increases in a more globalized economy. Part II will focus on the United States and their developing stance on ISDS, as well as the prevalence of ISDS in negoti-
ations for the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TTP) and Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP). Part III will review the criticism ISDS has faced from its opponents and explore notable cases that ISDS arbitral tribunals have presided over. Finally, Part IV will discuss solutions, ideas, and improvements that various parties have made to the ISDS system. These solutions include further defining the types of disputes that can be heard by international tribunals, preventing conflicts of interest through further rules for arbitrators, implementing a transparent decision-making process, publishing and referring to precedent when making a ruling, and creating an appellate system.

I. BACKGROUND AND HISTORY OF ISDS

ISDS is not a new mechanism. In fact, it is decades old. Trade disputes arising between host countries and foreign investors have been present since people were capable of moving goods across borders. One of the earliest forms of investment into foreign countries began when corporations built factories in foreign countries and shipped goods overseas. During the twentieth century, international trade grew significantly, as wealthy countries became capable of trading with other countries, such as the United States, United Kingdom, Canada, South Africa, Australia, and New Zealand. To address the growing need for a forum to resolve disputes between foreign investors and host countries, several different tribunals were established, including the London Court of International Arbitration in 1903, the Arbitration Institute of the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce in 1917, and the International Court of Arbitration in 1923.

56. Fact Sheet: Investor-State Dispute Settlement (ISDS), supra note 3.
57. Abbott et al., supra note 43, at 4. In 1903, the London Court of International Arbitration was established. Id. It was the successor to arbitration tribunals in the city of London in the 1880s. Id. In 1917, the Arbitration Institute of the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce was established as part of the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce. Id. In 1923, the International Court of Arbitration at the International Chamber of Commerce in Paris was established. Id. The next significant phase in seeking protection for investors occurred after the end of World War II. Id.
60. Id.
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of Commerce in 1917, and the International Chamber of Commerce in Paris, France in 1923.\textsuperscript{62} There was little progress in international trade law until the end of World War II.\textsuperscript{63} International trade issues, such as expropriation, became more common with the development of newly independent nationalist governments.\textsuperscript{64}

In 1958, the New York Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards ("the Convention") was ratified.\textsuperscript{65} With 157 signatories, the Convention is now recognized as fundamental in supporting international arbitration.\textsuperscript{66} The Convention has made arbitral awards enforceable around the globe by requiring the domestic courts of States that are signatories to recognize private arbitration agreements and awards.\textsuperscript{67} Prior to the Convention, if a party received a foreign award, there was no way for the prevailing party to enforce that award outside of that jurisdiction, rendering the award nearly useless.\textsuperscript{68} For the arbitral award to have utility, the prevailing party would need to find a court that had jurisdiction over the losing party and request that the court enforce the arbitral award against them.\textsuperscript{69} To address the continued growth of international trade, the Convention allows the prevailing party to enforce a foreign award in the court system of any country that is a signatory to the Convention.\textsuperscript{70} Even with the Convention as a safeguard, concerns persisted among investors that this alone was an insufficient source of protection for their investments in countries with unfamiliar or unstable legal systems.\textsuperscript{71}

Several countries utilized bilateral trade agreements in an attempt to further ease the concerns of foreign investors and to

\textsuperscript{62} Id.
\textsuperscript{63} Id.
\textsuperscript{64} Id. Investment treaties were added to allow companies a mechanism to settle disputes in a neutral forum. Id. In the 1970s, foreign corporations made approximately forty expropriation claims against the government per year. Id. Currently, only three to four expropriation claims are made per year. Id.
\textsuperscript{65} Abbott et al., supra note 43, at 4.
\textsuperscript{66} Id.
\textsuperscript{67} Id.
\textsuperscript{69} Id.
\textsuperscript{70} Id.
\textsuperscript{71} Abbott et al., supra note 43, at 4–5.
demonstrate that the government valued and intended to protect investors’ property rights. In 1959, the first ISDS clause emerged in a bilateral trade agreement between Germany and Pakistan. In the 1960s, the ICSID, an institution committed to resolving disputes between countries and international investors, was created. The ICSID later developed and ratified the ICSID Convention, which became the first multilateral agreement to protect investor rights and resolve investor disputes. The ICSID Convention was a major collaborative effort to address the concerns of foreign investors about expropriation and the difficulty navigating unfamiliar domestic court systems. Additionally, the United Nations created its own body to address and develop international trade law—UNCITRAL. UNCITRAL’s purpose was to create consistent and uniform rules for international trade issues through the publication of conventions, model laws, and model rules. These two institutions, the ICSID and UNCITRAL, provided the framework and forum under which international trade law issues are addressed today. The ISDS language created in 1959 can now be found in more than 3000 agreements, with 180 different countries as signatories.

II. THE UNITED STATES AND ISDS

ISDS has appeared in a number of trade agreements that the United States is signatory to. It is a form of dispute resolution available to U.S. corporations and U.S. citizens investing in foreign countries, as well as foreign citizens or corporations investing in the United States. Therefore, with the addition of ISDS in countries that are joint signatories, the appropriate forum for disputes between either U.S. corporations operating in a foreign country or foreign investors operating in the United States, is an

72. Id.
73. Id. at 5; Hufbauer, supra note 4, at 5.
74. Abbott et al., supra note 43, at 5.
75. Id.
76. Id.
77. Id.
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79. Id.
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82. Fact Sheet: Investor-State Dispute Settlement (ISDS), supra note 3.
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ISDS arbitration.\textsuperscript{84} Despite pushback and changing administrations, the United States has historically supported the use of ISDS. As of December 2016, the United States was a signatory to fifty trade agreements that included ISDS clauses.\textsuperscript{85} Using ISDS, there have been seventeen claims brought against the United States, with thirteen going to a final decision.\textsuperscript{86} Of the cases that have made it to a final decision, the United States has never had an award against them.\textsuperscript{87}

ISDS has become a divisive discussion topic as free trade agreements have been in negotiations, including the Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA), the TTP, and the TTIP.\textsuperscript{88} In February 2008, negotiations began over the TPP, and eight years later, in February 2016, the TTP was signed by the United States and the Pacific Rim countries.\textsuperscript{89} Proponents of ISDS in the TTP, including the U.S. government, argued that it would increase exportation of products manufactured in the United States, aid economic growth, support and retain American jobs, offer greater protection to the middle class,\textsuperscript{90} and advance the United States’ interests and values abroad.\textsuperscript{91} Additionally, they argued that ISDS would allow small businesses to develop abroad by avoiding the risks and costs of dealing with the foreign court system, without being able to afford the proper resources to navigate through it.\textsuperscript{92} The Obama Administration\textsuperscript{93}
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stated that the TPP is “the highest standard trade agreement in history.”

The European Union is a signatory to more bilateral investment treaties than the United States. It represents more than half of the international investment tribunals that have met over the past decade. This makes them the most active users of ISDS. In July 2013, negotiations began between the United States and the European Union over the TTIP. The negotiations lasted for one week each, with the location alternating between the United States and Brussels. The TTIP hopes to further opportunities for American businesses in European markets and create more than thirteen million jobs in the United States and the European Union.

The TTIP has many opponents because of the ISDS provision. Major criticisms of the ISDS provision include the belief that foreign corporations should not have the opportunity to sue the government in any forum other than domestic courts, as it allows foreign corporations to challenge State laws and potentially pay large settlements, without using the domestic court system.

III. CRITICISMS OF ISDS

In the United States, ISDS has received criticism from liberals and conservatives. Conservatives fear that this type of foreign tribunal will threaten the United States’ sovereignty by giving
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international arbitrators a right typically reserved for the domestic courts. Unlike American judges, international arbitrators lack the ties and responsibility to uphold the U.S. Constitution and common law. Libertarians, on the other hand, fear that ISDS will offer subsidies funded by the U.S. taxpayer to countries that lack sophisticated legal systems to hear these cases themselves. Progressives are concerned that ISDS arbitration will offer multinational corporations greater power than they already have through potentially large awards to corporations from the tribunals. With ISDS, corporations have the opportunity to escape the application of strict environmental regulations and labor standards that typically apply to domestic corporations. ISDS offers an expansion of the enforceability and effectiveness of international law in jurisdictions it would not traditionally reach. This tool, however, is only available for a small niche, specifically corporations who have the financial ability to invest abroad. Domestic investors and individuals will not reap the benefits of the ISDS system.

Normally, if a corporation alleged that a grievance was committed against it, the corporation would have to sue in the domestic court system where it was operating. There would be no distinction in access to the court system for a domestic corporation or a foreign corporation. Under the ISDS system, however, two corporations operating in the United States, only distinct from one another in their nationality, do not have access to the same legal regime. For opponents of ISDS, this has become a significant point of controversy. Opponents are concerned
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that corporations, under the ISDS system, will avoid the scrutiny given to claims brought in the domestic court system of highly developed and capable countries, yet will still be able to move forward with cases against the government.\textsuperscript{117} Foreign corporations skirt the U.S. domestic court system by bringing their claims to an arbitration panel.\textsuperscript{118}

If a foreign corporation succeeds in its claims brought to the international tribunal, the host country’s taxpayers are ultimately paying for the award through taxes.\textsuperscript{119} Although the States cannot be forced to alter their laws or change their policies,\textsuperscript{120} the potential for such large awards allows foreign corporations to challenge a participating country’s laws and deter governments from passing legislation that is similar, as it may create a potential claim for a corporation in the future.\textsuperscript{121} Awards from ISDS arbitration panels are not nominal. For example, in 2012, a Houston-based oil company was awarded $1.8 billion USD from Ecuador for terminating an oil-concession contract.\textsuperscript{122} The award was roughly half of the country’s health budget for the year.\textsuperscript{123} These potential price tags, and their ability to impact legislation, have caused concern with groups promoting climate change and global health, making them some of the greatest oppositions of ISDS.\textsuperscript{124} For example, under ISDS, companies who make fossil fuels can challenge a legislative ban or limit on energy extraction, which may aid the fight against climate change, while also potentially qualifying as expropriation.\textsuperscript{125} An influential grassroots environmental organization, the Sierra Club,\textsuperscript{126} has estimated that as many as 9,000 more U.S. corporations will
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be eligible to challenge a country’s environmental laws using the ISDS clause of the TPP.\textsuperscript{127} ISDS has not only impacted environmental legislation, as the medical community foresees a problem as well. For example, European States are concerned that they could see a hike in drug prices with the application of U.S. law by ISDS arbitrators, as U.S. law traditionally offers drug companies greater protection against competition by preventing the production of generic drugs.\textsuperscript{128} Applying U.S. law, the European government would need to provide patents to drug companies that, under their own laws, they would not otherwise provide, preventing the publication of the drugs chemical makeup and the ability to create competing versions.\textsuperscript{129}

The State signatories have attempted to put safeguards in place to prevent corporations from taking advantage of ISDS arbitration.\textsuperscript{130} For example, the TPP has a provision\textsuperscript{131} allowing a country to choose not to offer ISDS arbitration to tobacco companies that bring claims against the government.\textsuperscript{132} ISDS is still the default forum for dispute resolution for corporations.\textsuperscript{133} Therefore, for a country to deny this forum, the government will need to actively disallow a foreign corporation from using ISDS.\textsuperscript{134} Critics argue that by requiring the government to take this extra step of delineating certain corporations or industries from using ISDS, the door is opened for corporations, like tobacco companies, to intimidate and bribe government officials, forcing them to use the ISDS system.\textsuperscript{135} These fears are not unsubstantiated.\textsuperscript{136} For example, Phillips Morris used ISDS to ar-
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gue a regulation that was implemented as a public health measure on the sale of cigarettes harmed their profits and was expropriation.\textsuperscript{137}

Adversaries of ISDS disagree with proponents who claim that arbitrators appointed to the ISDS panel will be independent and unbiased.\textsuperscript{138} Unlike U.S. judges, who have either lifelong or set terms, ISDS arbitrators are private lawyers who are paid to preside over a certain arbitration proceeding, while also maintaining their private businesses.\textsuperscript{139} These arbitrators, on average, are paid $600–$700 USD per hour.\textsuperscript{140} This level of compensation and hourly rate system gives them little incentive to dismiss a case or resolve it expeditiously.\textsuperscript{141} Arbitrators used in ISDS are selected from a pool of potential arbitrators coming from uninterested countries that are signatories to trade agreements that contain ISDS.\textsuperscript{142} Unlike judges, these lawyers are not bound by the same conflict of interest rules.\textsuperscript{143} Frequently, the lawyers hired to hear these cases are the same lawyers recruiting them as clients in the future.\textsuperscript{144} Not only are they not bound by the same conflict of interest rules, but due to the private nature of arbitration, they are not accountable to the public the way judges are.\textsuperscript{145} ISDS arbitrators, unlike judges in domestic courts, are not obligated to make decisions based on U.S. law. Instead, their decisions are based off of the trade agreement and customary international law.\textsuperscript{146} Unique to ISDS, arbitrators are not bound by case precedent, giving them the opportunity to make unpredictable decisions.\textsuperscript{147} Additionally, they do not face the
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same review as judges go through under the appeals process, as arbitration decisions are final and binding against the parties.\textsuperscript{148} The purpose of ISDS was to drive foreign investment during World War II and address concerns that countries lacking developed legal systems would not be able to protect foreign investors.\textsuperscript{149} The environment for foreign investment that existed then is not the same facing foreign corporations today.\textsuperscript{150} Signatories to the TTP have flourishing economies and sophisticated legal systems that can fairly deal with a case brought by a foreign investor.\textsuperscript{151} For countries that do not have legal systems that can appropriately handle these cases, the market will appropriately adjust for these risks.\textsuperscript{152} Corporations can choose not to invest in those companies if the risk is too great. They can also find a way to invest in the country politically to help them further develop and safeguard their property rights.\textsuperscript{153} As a result of this system, greater value will be placed on investing in countries with a stable legal system, which will incentivize countries to develop legal regimes capable of providing confidence to investors.\textsuperscript{154}

IV. Noteworthy Cases under ISDS

The number of cases brought for arbitration between countries and private investors under ISDS has increased over the past two decades.\textsuperscript{155} Prior to 2003, there were fewer than one hundred cases filed with ISDS.\textsuperscript{156} At the beginning of the 2000s, when compared to the 1990s, there was a decrease in the number of ISDS cases.\textsuperscript{157} Between 2003 and 2013, there were 461 cases filed for ISDS arbitration.\textsuperscript{158} That growth has only increased in recent years.\textsuperscript{159} Since 2014, there have been more than sixty cases filed for ISDS arbitration.\textsuperscript{160} The most active users of ISDS
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are investors in the European Union. The European Union is the respondent in more than half of the complaints filed with international investment tribunals, making them the most prevalent respondent. Investors from the United States, however, more frequently use ISDS arbitration. Corporations using the ISDS system frequently work in areas with a high level of government involvement and political patronage. Frequently, these cases are settled before the tribunal has made its ruling.

The tobacco industry is infamous for taking advantage of international investment rules to alter government restrictions on the tobacco market. In the 1990s, Canada passed a “plain packing” mandate as a form of tobacco control regulation, requiring the removal of attractive packaging on cigarette cartons. All packages would need to have standardized colors, brand name depictions, size, materials, and opening methods. The goal of the policy was to decrease tobacco purchases. In response, a tobacco company contacted the Canadian Committee on Health, stating it would sue the government for expropriation if the legislation passed, costing taxpayers millions of dollars. The Canadian government moved forward with the legislation but it was ultimately struck down by the Canadian Supreme Court. There is speculation, however, that the tobacco company’s threat stopped the government from appealing the decision.

Similarly, Uruguay passed legislation regulating tobacco use in their country. The tobacco products were required to have a “single presentation” and companies were prohibited from
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marketing more than one tobacco product for each brand. The tobacco packages also had to include “pictograms” with graphic images of the health consequences of smoking. Finally, there was a mandate that health warnings must cover 80 percent of the front of a cigarette package. As a result, Phillips Morris moved for ISDS arbitration. Phillips Morris argued that regulations violated the Switzerland-Uruguay Bilateral Investment Treaty. The corporation sought damages totaling $25 million USD, while also demanding that the application of the regulation be suspended. Phillip Morris claimed the regulations devalued its investment and right to a cigarette trademark. The corporation argued that legislation frustrated its legitimate expectation of a stable and predictable regulatory framework. Phillip Morris also claimed it was denied fair and equitable treatment, as required by the World Trade Organization’s Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights. In July 2016, ICSID found in favor of Uruguay. Phillips Morris was required to pay Uruguay $7 million USD in damages, as well as cover all fees and expenses owed to the Tribunal. This decision dealt a significant blow to the tobacco industry. The award will hopefully deter the tobacco industry from
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using ISDS to challenge tobacco control legislation in the future.\textsuperscript{186}

In 2008, in response to the financial crisis, the Spanish government began to revoke subsidies that it had previously offered to solar companies.\textsuperscript{187} The government did so in an attempt to decrease its expenditures and balance the budget.\textsuperscript{188} The revocation of subsidies occurred over five years.\textsuperscript{189} Between 2011 and 2013, twenty-two different companies sued Spain in response to the revocation of their subsidies.\textsuperscript{190} Despite Spain announcing the reversal of subsidies three years prior, a private equity firm and investment fund purchased Spanish solar power plants. They also bought claims against the government for the denial of the subsidies.\textsuperscript{191} Unlike domestic investors, the foreign investors were able to bring suit in front of an ISDS Tribunal.\textsuperscript{192} The foreign investors claimed that despite the announcement indicating subsidies would be reversed, the investors believed that Spain would continue to offer them.\textsuperscript{193} After the financial crisis, Spain halted their distribution of renewable energy subsidies.\textsuperscript{194} The government had to expend money and resources to defend its position to the ISDS panel.\textsuperscript{195} Previous arbitration decisions favored Spain, but in May 2017, Spain lost its first international arbitration decision over the subsidy cuts.\textsuperscript{196} The ICSID tribunal found that Spain had denied the foreign corporation fair and equitable treatment.\textsuperscript{197} This is an unfortunate outcome for Spain,
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as it still faces dozens of other arbitrations over the subsidy revocation. In the first case, the Tribunal dismissed the first of twenty investment complaints. The Tribunal argued that the investors could have easily predicted the change in subsidies distribution.

V. THE SOLUTION

ISDS was developed to address the risks inherent in increased investment abroad and to show a commitment by host countries to enforcing their investment treaties. Trade agreements, such as the TTP and the TTIP, have faced resistance because of the fundamental distrust in ISDS’s ability to appropriately resolve investment disputes. Ideas for how to improve dispute resolution between investors and foreign States have ranged from refining ISDS to proposing a completely new forum. Opponents are concerned with the lack of transparency in the arbitral tribunal’s decision-making, the inequitable treatment of domestic and foreign investors, the ability of large arbitral awards to influence a State’s current and future policies, and the potential disruption of a State’s ability to regulate business within its borders. The TTP has attempted to maintain the ISDS framework, while simultaneously implementing some improvements. The proposed improvements hope to achieve respect for environmental, health, and safety regulations, while also offering greater transparency through open proceedings and participation by constituents interested in the dispute who are not necessarily parties to the dispute. Some countries have taken a different tactic, outright rejecting the use of ISDS in their investment treaties. Australia has stated it will no longer support
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ISDS in future trade agreements.\textsuperscript{207} Brazil has continuously refused to sign trade agreements that contain ISDS.\textsuperscript{208} South Africa and India have stated that they will withdraw from treaties with ISDS clauses.\textsuperscript{209} As more countries refuse to sign treaties with ISDS included, making improvements to the current system may no longer be sufficient. Recognizing the growing discontent with the ISDS system during negotiations for the TTIP, the European Union introduced a new proposed solution, the ICS.\textsuperscript{210} Much like ISDS, however, the ICS has faced similar criticisms.\textsuperscript{211}

There is no perfect solution to the criticisms of ISDS. Many countries have attempted to offer suggestions for how to address the criticisms it has faced. For example, to resolve concerns of conflicts of interest for arbitrators, the South African Development Community (“SAC Model”) suggested disallowing arbitrators from acting as counsel in any other arbitration that involves treaty-based investor-state arbitration.\textsuperscript{212} Additionally, to end concerns of impeding state sovereignty, suggestions have been made to limit the scope of claims by adding specificity to treaty language.\textsuperscript{213} For example, treaties frequently use language such as foreign investors must receive “fair and equitable treatment.”\textsuperscript{214} This phrase is too broad and lacks predictability.\textsuperscript{215} This issue could be addressed by removing the generality and further defining the meaning of these terms.\textsuperscript{216} Another suggested improvement is to delineate specific types of claims to be brought under ISDS, such as nationality based discrimination and expropriation and clarify that all other disputes are to be brought to
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the domestic court system of the State.\textsuperscript{217} To keep as many cases in domestic courts as possible and maintain state sovereignty, a requirement that foreign investors exhaust all local remedies before bringing a claim to an ISDS tribunal has been suggested.\textsuperscript{218} To address inconsistencies in decisions and the lack of predictability, an appeal mechanism has been suggested.\textsuperscript{219} Each of these improvements would help address the criticisms against ISDS. Their success, however, may be limited within the ISDS model.

The European Union has found that these refinements alone are not enough to resolve all of the concerns with ISDS, instead proposing the ICS as a better solution.\textsuperscript{220} In 2015, after extensive discussions with the European Council and the European Parliament, the European Commission suggested a replacement to ISDS.\textsuperscript{221} The European Parliament voted in favor of the TTIP, but only if ISDS was replaced with a new system to resolve international investment disputes.\textsuperscript{222} The European Parliament was concerned ISDS was not public and transparent, corporations were not subject to public law, and that the interests of foreign investors were taking precedent over the public interest.\textsuperscript{223} The number of judges sitting on the ICS will depend on the number of cases heard by the Court and the number of countries that agree to participate in the ICS.\textsuperscript{224} The EU states that the selection of permanent and full-time judges will be independent and objective.\textsuperscript{225} To achieve transparency, all documents and hearings would be public and published online.\textsuperscript{226} The ICS would
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have an appeals mechanism to address potential errors in prior judgments and ensure consistency in rulings.\textsuperscript{227} The European Union hopes that after implementing the ICS within the United States and the European Union, the ICS will eventually expand into a universal multilateral court for all investment disputes.\textsuperscript{228} When introducing the proposed ICS, EU Trade Commissioner, Cecilia Malmström, stated “[w]e want to establish a new system built around the elements that make citizens trust domestic or international courts.”\textsuperscript{229}

Critics of this solution fear that the ICS has many of the same problems as ISDS.\textsuperscript{230} For example, the German Association of Magistrate, a Berlin judicial organization, has stated that it “sees neither a legal basis nor a need for such a court,” and that the ICS would undermine domestic courts, depriving governments of their power.\textsuperscript{231} There is no restriction in place to stop a judge from acting as counsel for a foreign investor and judge in cases brought by investors.\textsuperscript{232} Critics claim the ICS judges will not have the same conflict of interest rules and scrutiny as domestic judges.\textsuperscript{233} ICS courts will still only be available for foreign investors.\textsuperscript{234} This divided system will create separate levels of scrutiny for domestic and foreign investors.\textsuperscript{235} Since judges will be selected from each perspective government, however, this will at least offer domestic judges an opportunity to apply domestic laws.\textsuperscript{236} Domestic case precedent from the European Union and the United States does not bind the ICS.\textsuperscript{237} In the alternative, neither European Union domestic courts nor United States domestic courts will need to make consistent rulings with the ICS case precedent.\textsuperscript{238} The ICS model, through its proposed appeals
process, addresses some concerns regarding ISDS, specifically its inconsistency and lack of case precedent.\textsuperscript{239}

Although the ICS has faced criticism, it could be a solution to many of the concerns raised by critics of ISDS by implementing the safeguards and solutions countries have put forth.\textsuperscript{240} Since the ICS was proposed during the negotiations for the TTIP, it would only apply to the countries that are signatories to that agreement. If the ICS is successful, however, it has the ability to expand into a multilateral system, available to all countries, and create a comprehensive, universal system that provides consistent treatment and a forum for all foreign corporations.\textsuperscript{241}

Unlike ISDS, the ICS offers an appellate review board that allows either party to appeal a decision, ensuring that each country and foreign investor is reviewed using the same standards.\textsuperscript{242} Additionally, the ICS hopes to increase the number of reviewers on a case and as a result, further represent each country’s legal system and values.\textsuperscript{243} Much like the suggestion proposed in the SAC Model, instead of arbitrators being appointed to hear a specific case, the ICS judges would be permanent appointees.\textsuperscript{244} Therefore, in hopes of easing concerns of impartiality, the ICS judges would never need to recruit international corporations as their future clients.\textsuperscript{245} To prevent a flooding of the ICS, as previously suggested, the ICS could require that foreign investors exhaust all legal remedies available to them in their host country prior to bringing a case to the ICS.\textsuperscript{246} This would address the fear that foreign investors are escaping harsh review by domestic courts and attempting to alter public policy by bringing their case to a foreign court.\textsuperscript{247} Finally, if the ICS is able to hear only an extremely limited number of cases, this could prevent the concerns that a country’s sovereignty is being harmed.\textsuperscript{248} Although there is no forum that will relieve all parties of their concerns, the ICS
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answers many of the issues raised by critics regarding ISDS.\textsuperscript{249} Many countries have already implemented improvements that could help the ICS, making it the best solution thus far to protect investors abroad.\textsuperscript{250}

\textbf{CONCLUSION}

Despite a rapidly evolving global economy and with it, further international trade disputes, ISDS has evolved little since its inception, more than sixty years ago. Recent trade negotiations over agreements containing ISDS as the selected forum of dispute resolution, such as the TTP, the TTIP, and CETA, have generated new attention, criticism, and evaluation of ISDS. These discussions have fostered ideas for alterations and improvements to the current system, as well as suggestions of completely new forums for addressing these international trade issues, such as the ICS. Opponents continue to argue that the benefits offered by ISDS are not outweighed by the impact the system has on state sovereignty and the ability for States to pass progressive environmental and public health legislation. The concerns do not end there. Dissenters argue that ISDS does not sufficiently prevent conflicts of interest between arbitrators and the parties bringing disputes, lacks a transparent decision-making process, and creates inconsistent and unpredictable rulings. Different constituencies have suggested improvements to address these concerns but even with these suggestions, many continue to argue that ISDS is inherently flawed and a new solution must be found. Responses have ranged from abandoning ISDS all together and leaving these disputes to the States to creating a new, broader multilateral decision-making body. The European Union proposed the ICS as the alternative to oversee the complaints made by international investors against the European Union, with the hope that if the ICS is successful, it would eventually expand into a multilateral and universal court system available to all.\textsuperscript{251} The ICS is intended to create greater transparency, coherency, and fairness through improvements such as, the implementation of an appeals process, further reliance on precedent to create predictability, and further defining
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the ICS’s jurisdiction and scope of cases heard.\textsuperscript{252} The ICS, however, faces many of the same criticisms that were argued against ISDS. With no perfect solution available, the current viable options are to universally adopt the ICS and implement the improvements intended for ISDS to the ICS, creating a piecemeal version of the two or leave foreign investors to fend for themselves in foreign domestic courts, as they did up until the twentieth century.\textsuperscript{253} With foreign investment growing each day, despite their flaws, it is necessary to find a compromise between ISDS and the ICS, as they are currently the best alternatives available.
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